
Since Ken and Pam Jackson first established JSM in 1978, they built a name for 
quality workmanship in custom architectural products and perforated sheet and coil -  
a perfect compliment to the sheetmetal services of Fielden Metalworks.

This extensive experience in working with and fabricating metal products led JSM to 
identifying the need for a stylish, modular system to deal with electrical and data 
trunking in both new buildings and renovations.

 

Power & Data Cable Trunking 
Welcome to the JSM range of CAT6 data cable 

compatible trunking solutions, a modular system 

which provides a stylish finish to blend with modern 

architecture while achieving the functionality of easy 

onsite installation.

Our modular system provides solutions for all horizontal 

skirting applications, vertical wall mounted fittings or 

ceiling suspended trunking, we have a solution for any 

trunking installation. Not only practical, but compatible 

with most interior designs, simply select a colour from 

our powder coated range, or choose from a natural 

“mill” or “anodized” finish. Whichever you select we are 

confident of having a finish which will blend with the 

building’s interior design.

With 3 size options and all the components to be able 

to assemble on site the JSM trunking system offers a 

complete data cabling solution.

Telephone: +64 (0)3 349 0000 

Fax: +64 (0)3 349 0009 

Email: sales@fielden.co.nz

11-23 Columbia Avenue

PO Box 16-450

Hornby

Christchurch New Zealand



80/80 Service Post

Overall dimensions of 80mm x80mm.

3.000 and 6.000mtr Standard stocked lengths. 

Removable central divider for same face fixing 
of Power and Data sockets while maintaining 
cable separation.

Suits Standard Power or data sockets.

Cat 6 data compatible

Mill Finish (MF), Powder coated (PC) or 
Anodised (ANO).

Proudly New Zealand Made.

www.fielden.co.nz

180/60 Trunking
Overall dimensions of 180mm x60mm, equally sized compartments.

3.000mtr Standard stocked length. (Longer or Shorter lengths available 
upon request)

Suits Standard Power or data sockets.

Cat 6 data compatible

Unique inner gusset enabling site cut fittings giving a prefabricated finish. 

Complete range of prefabricated fitting also available.

Custom components can be fabricated with ease.

Mill Finish (MF), Powder coated (PC) or Anodised (ANO).

Proudly New Zealand Made.
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152/60 Trunking

ELBOW
JSM - EB

RETAINING BAR
JSM - R/BAR

END CAP
JSM - 15260 END

Overall dimensions of 152mm x60mm, equally sized compartments.

3.000mtr Standard stocked length. (Longer or Shorter lengths available 
upon request)

Suits Standard Power or data sockets.

Cat 6 data compatible

Unique inner gusset enabling site cut fittings giving a prefabricated finish. 

Complete range of prefabricated fitting also available.

Custom components can be fabricated with ease.

Mill Finish (MF), Powder coated (PC) or Anodised (ANO).

Proudly New Zealand Made.15
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80/80 Trunking

80mm

Overall dimensions of 80mm x80mm, single compartment.

3.000 and 6.000mtr Standard stocked lengths. 

Suits Standard Power or data sockets.

Cat 6 data compatible

Complete range of prefabricated fitting available.

Custom components can be fabricated with ease.

Mill Finish (MF), Powder coated (PC) or Anodised (ANO).

Proudly New Zealand Made.
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Disclaimer
For moulding details please refer to the Profile diagram top left corner.  
Other diagrams are visuals only to represent available shapes.

JSM - 8080 (MF, PC or ANO)

END CAP
JSM - 8080 END

EXTERIOR
JSM - 8080 HBE

TEE
JSM - 8080 HTE

VERTICAL BEND 
JSM - 8080 VB

JSM - 15260 (MF, PC or ANO)

INTERIOR
JSM - 8080 HBI

INTERIOR
JSM - 15260 HBI

EXTERIOR
JSM - 15260 HBE

VERTICAL BEND
JSM - 15260 VB

TEE
JSM - 15260 HTE

ELBOW
JSM - EB

JSM - 18060 (MF, PC or ANO)

INTERIOR
JSM - 18060 HBI

EXTERIOR
JSM - 18060 HBE

VERTICAL BEND
JSM - 18060 VB

TEE
JSM - 18060 HTE

ELBOW
JSM - EB

ELBOW
JSM - EB

RETAINING BAR
JSM - R/BAR

END CAP
JSM - 18060 END

JSM - 8080 SP (3 or 6)




